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Abstract: Peripheral arterial occlusive disease (PAOD) limits walking efficiency and distance. The
main disabling symptom is vasculopathy that leads to claudicatio intermittens and limits walking
efficiency. Stretching techniques are effective in treatments for retractions and are used to improve
flexibility of triceps surae and range of motion of the ankle. The aim of this study is to evaluate the
effects of a combined walking and stretching program on walking efficiency in elderly PAOD patients.
Seventy patients with PAOD stage II of the Leriche–Fontaine classification were randomly assigned
into a stretching group (SG) or conditioning group (CG). Both groups participated in an eleven-day
intensive rehabilitation program based on walking and strength training, while the SG performed
five extra sessions of stretching. Walking autonomy was assessed through treadmill and overground
tests with the recording of initial and absolute pain. A univariate ANOVA analysis was applied for
the differences between the initial and final outcomes. Walking autonomy improved in both groups
(p < 0.01), while only the SG improved flexibility (from −14.0 ± 8.1 to −10.3 ± 8.3 cm; p < 0.01). An
intensive eleven-day rehabilitation program based on walking, strength, and stretching exercises is
effective to improve the onset and the delay of pain during walking in patients with PAOD.

Keywords: PAOD; exercise; flexibility; walking autonomy

1. Introduction

Peripheral arterial occlusive disease (PAOD) is a syndrome that showsdifferent noso-
logical symptoms due to the reduction of blood flow in the lower limbs district [1,2]. The
main disabling symptom is vasculopathy, since the poor oxygenation of calf muscles leads
to altered gait patterns called claudicatio intermittens [3]. This painful condition limits
walking efficiency (speed and distance covered without rest), which is a crucial aspect
of daily living activity: general quality of life is ipso-facto negatively affected. PAOD
prevalence is steadily increasing worldwide (between 3% and 12%) and is assuming social
relevance, since there are 27 million European people suffering from vasculopathy [4].
PAOD development exhibits a progressive incidence with age [5] that could lead to in-
creased cardiac and cerebrovascular mortality [6]. Clinical approaches vary from surgical
to pharmacological treatments, although rehabilitation training programs also meet the
recommendations from the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart
Association [7]. In particular, supervised walking training programs are more effective
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than plans based on walking or simple exercise recommendations [4,8]. Patterson et al. [9]
showed that a hospital-based program was more effective than a home-based program
because supervised plans were able to better focus on the patient needs and to reduce
drop-out rates [10]. Other studies have focused on lower limbs rehabilitation protocol with
walking or mixed training programs [8,11] (both aerobic and resistance), but information
about muscular pain/retraction is still missing. In fact, clinical practice has suggested
that a lot of patients suffer pain in the lumbar region associated with a retraction of the
muscles [12]. This framework is probably a driver toward claudication [13]: calf muscles
stiffness reduces, for example, the ankle dorsal flexion and then increases the risk of fall
during the clearance of the feet [14]. Stretching techniques are effective in treatments for
retractions and are commonly used to improve flexibility of triceps surae and range of
motion of the ankle [15]. Within this complex pathology, static analytical stretching is
recognized as a golden practice [3], with an optimal duration per session lasting from
5 to 30 min [14,15]. In addition, Crowther et al. (2008) [11] investigated the effects of a
12-month supervised exercise program (based on a progression of walking phase on a
treadmill) on the general functionality of lower limbs in PAOD old subjects: the walking
time performance was augmented 120%. Probably, the compromised flexibility of elderly
subjects [16] benefits from stretching exercises (improving hip and ankle range of motion),
which, in turn, improves walking speed and gait length [17,18]. From a functional point of
view, improved flexibility in lower limbs and all its components (muscles, tendons, and
joints) could generally improve the gait [15]. In this view, a specific stretching training of
lower limb muscles could positively affect the process of rehabilitation in PAOD patients.
According to this rationale, the aim of the present study is to evaluate the effects of a
specific stretching program on walking performance in elderly PAOD patients.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subject

Seventy patients (14 females) (mean age 71.5 ± 8.2 years, weight 73.7 ± 9.4 kg, height
1.71 ± 4.3, and Body Mass Index 25.3 ± 2.1) with PAOD stage II of the Leriche–Fontaine
classification [19] were freely recruited in hospital setting (Città di Pavia, Pavia, Italy)
and were randomly divided into two groups: the stretching group (SG, n = 37) and the
conditioning group (CG, n = 33). Both groups followed the same rehabilitation program
(as specified below), while the SG performed five extra sessions of stretching exercises.
Inclusion criteria were age ≥ 65 years, stability of the lesion, and no arterial bypass, heart
disease, or neurological affection that could hinder adherence to the protocol. Exclusion
criteria were as follows: uncertain of patient’s cardiac status (check-up older than 6 months
or not done), severe or unstable cardiopulmonary pathologies, contra-indications to the
ability to participate in strength training, especially aortic dissection and atheromatous
emboli or stenosis at the prethrombotic state without potential collateral consequences
and critical lower limb ischemia. In particular, the vascular therapy (antiplatelet) was kept
stable and no major modulations were introduced into the medical treatment.

The study protocol (supervised by a clinician), including each feature of the experi-
mental design, was approved by the ethical boards of the hospital in accordance with the
“World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki” as revised in 1983. All participants
provided a written informed consent before participation in the study and were free to
withdraw their participation at any time.

2.2. Procedure

The flow of the pre/post protocol is showed in Figure 1.
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In brief, all of the subjects performed two assessments: at baseline (pre), the day
after the admission to the hospital; and at the end of the hospitalization (post), one day
before the hospital discharge. All procedures were administrated by the same operator in a
blinded modality.

Walking autonomy was assessed through a test on a treadmill (defined as ‘treadmill test’
in Figure 1) and by adopting an overground walking trial (defined as ‘walking test’) [19,20].
During treadmill and overground trials, the initial claudication pain (ICP; [19]) and the
absolute claudication pain (ACP; [19]) were detected by measuring the time (s) elapsed
from the beginning of the test: in practice, the period of time for the initial pain detection to
occur and the time at which the test was stopped due to insufferable pain. More precisely,
four indexes were obtained: treadmill initial and absolute claudication pain (TICP, TACP, re-
spectively) and walking initial and absolute claudication pain (WICP, WACP, respectively).

2.3. Treadmill Test

Before the treadmill test, participants were familiarized with walking on the same tread-
mill (Ergo Run Medical 8, Daum Electronic GmbH, Fürth, Germany) used for the training.

The evaluation was carried out at a speed of 3.2 km/h [7], with an initial null inclina-
tion and then increasing by 2% every 2 min for a maximum duration of 12 min or to the
achievement of absolute pain, as described elsewhere [13]. The trials might be interrupted
at the appearance of one or more criteria described below as ‘termination test criteria’.
Following these criteria, participants were considered asymptomatic if ICP did not occur
until the 12th minute of the test. The same operator measured the performance by time (s)
before the onset of the TICP and TACP.

2.4. Walking Test

The walking test was performed over ground at a self-chosen pace on a 20 m plane
path. The test usually [19] lasted until the onset of ACP, with a maximum duration of
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12 min, which was considered the asymptomatic stopping point. It could be interrupted at
the appearance of one or more criteria described as ‘termination test criteria’. The same
operator measured the walking distance in time (in seconds) before the onset of the WICP
and WACP.

2.5. Termination Test Criteria

As described in literature [20], criteria to stop the test were heart rate > 85% of maxi-
mum predicted, cardiovascular symptoms (pallor, forehead sweating, cyanosis, dyspnea,
or tachypnea), osteo-articular intense pain, and/or voluntary interruption according to the
patient’s request.

2.6. Flexibility Test

The sit-and-reach test was used because it provides a global measure of hamstring,
hip, and lower back flexibility [21]. The participants sit with their bare feet pressed against
a wooden box. Knees were extended, and the right hand was positioned over the left.
Participants were then asked to slide the hand over a ruler located over the box as far as
possible avoiding bounce action. Each subject performed two trials, and the best trial was
used for analysis.

Rehabilitation Protocol

The stretching and conditioning groups followed an intensive eleven-day rehabilita-
tion protocol (eleven days is the typical period of our clinic for the hospitalization of PAOD
patients) based on two daily sessions (from 8:00 to 10:00 and from 15:00 to 17:00) of walk-
ing on the treadmill, while a series of proprioceptive exercises and strength conditioning
were performed only during the morning appointment. The treadmill walking sessions
consisted of four bouts that lasted 70% of the time of TICP (recorded during the initial
test), observing three minutes of rest between repetition. Strength exercises consisted of
20 min of lower extremity strength training: three sets of ten repetitions (rest 180 s between
the sets) composed of equipment-free leg extensions, chair-raises, calf-raises, and toe-raise
exercises (a plantar flexion exercise where participants assumed a tip-toe position and
lowered themselves ten times consecutively) followed by 10 min of active exercises for
ankle and metatarsal phalangeal joints.

2.7. Stretching Protocol

In accordance with the literature, stretching analytical technique was used [15] to
perform the adjunctive five sessions of stretching of the calf muscles (Figures 2 and 3). The
duration of the stretching session (showed in Table 1) was defined on the basis of clinical
evidence [14,22], as described in Table 1. The activity was performed under the supervision
of a physiotherapist in order to guarantee the maintenance of correct body arrangement.
Two exercises were alternated during the period.
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Table 1. Stretching protocol.

Series
N

Repetition
n

Time
(s)

Recovery
(s)

1 3 30 30
2 3 45 45
3 4 45 45
4 4 60 60
5 5 60 60

2.8. Statistical Analysis

The ICP and ACP data were analyzed at the initial time (T0) and at the end of the
study (T1).

Results within the groups were analyzed using a t-test analysis for paired samples.
The effects on each parameter were subsequently quantified considering the difference
between the values recorded at T1 and T0 (∆). A univariate ANOVA analysis was applied
to the ∆ for the calculation of the differences between the groups (SG and CG) over time.
The calculation of the post hoc values was obtained through the Tukey method. Data were
analyzed with the IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0. Armonk, NY, USA, IBM
Corp. The values were expressed as means ± standard deviation, and the significance level
was set at p < 0.05.

3. Results

A total of 70 patients (14 females) completed the study.
Hospitalization time was similar between the groups (11.2 + 1.3 days for SG vs.

11.4 + 1.4 days for CG). Walking autonomy was improved in both groups (Table 2). In
particular, the test on the ground revealed 63% and 75% increases in time for ICP (SG
and CG, respectively), while the time for ACP increased by 73% and 71% in SG and CG,
respectively. The treadmill trials showed that the amelioration was 63% in the SG and
58% in the CG for ICP, while there was an increase of 71% and 63% of ACP in SG and CG,
respectively. Finally, SG improved flexibility from −14.0 ± 8.1 to −10.3 ± 8.3 cm (p < 0.01),
while the CG changed from −16.2 ± 4.9 to −15.0 ± 6.8 (ns). Post hoc values obtained
through the Tukey method revealed no differences in any outcome between the groups.
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Table 2. Pain outcomes during walking tests.

SG CG
Outcome

WICP 190.4 ± 97.5 302.7 ± 113.5 165.6 ± 77.1 222.8 ± 77.1 *
WACP 292.6 ± 118.3 400.7 ± 135.3 * 251.8 ± 113.1 355.7 ± 146.4 *
TICP 188.0 ± 80.4 300.5 ± 100.5 * 181.8 ± 63.3 314.2 ± 109.1 *
TACP 283.9 ± 105.7 402.5 ± 113.9 * 256.4 ± 82.2 408.9 ± 116.0 *

* Significant difference (p < 0.05). WICP: walking initial claudication pain; WACP: walking absolute claudication
pain; TICP: treadmill initial claudication pain; TACP: treadmill absolute claudication pain; SG: stretching group;
and CG: conditioning group. All values are expressed in seconds.

4. Discussion

PAOD is a condition that limits walking efficiency and distance. Retraction of the
muscles combined with a dynamic alteration of the step could be due to claudication.
Stretching techniques are effective in treatments for retractions of muscles and are used
to improve flexibility of the calf and mobility of the ankle, but their use is not usually
contemplated in vascular protocol rehabilitation. The aim of this study was to evaluate
the effects of stretching on walking performance in PAOD patients, especially on the onset
of pain during walking. After eleven days of an intensive rehabilitation program based
on walking, strength training, and stretching (the latter only in SG), our results showed
an improvement in ICP and ACP in walking overground and treadmill performance in
both groups.

In accordance with Gardner et al. and Hamburg et al. [13,23], our results confirmed
the use of treadmill exercise in the rehabilitation program to ameliorate ICP and ACP.
Other studies have highlighted that changes in ICP and ACP due to walking rehabilitation
program were related to changes in the enzymatic activity [7,8] and to the size/numbers of
mitochondria within the myofibers [9]: these positive changes allowed for more efficient
utilization of oxygen. We observed a lack of previous data finding an effect of overground
walking (in absence of pain), probably due to the difficulty in controlling walking speed.
In our study, we showed a similar extent in ICP and ACP values between the two different
modalities of walking. Thus, we can affirm that walking overground, when it is possible,
could be introduced into rehabilitation programs both in hospital and in subsequent
home-based settings. To better assess rehabilitation protocols, further analysis is needed
to investigate the spatiotemporal parameters of gait during walking overground or on
treadmill (and also with different equipment).

Bisconti et al. [24] showed that stretching exercises produced improvements in blood
pressure, arterial stiffness and vascular function, suggesting local and systemic cardiovas-
cular adjustments. So, the introduction of the stretching routine in our PAOD rehabilitation
program could have led patients to enhancing their cardiovascular function and to delaying
pain onset during walking [17,18].

In accordance to Hortobágyi et al. [25], strength training produced gains in static and
dynamic balance and in loading response during the gait cycle. Our program included
free-weight lower extremity strength exercises that are not typical of PAOD rehabilitation
but that could have positively influenced the results in walking autonomy.

We are conscious that our study had some limitations. Firstly, the small sample of
both groups is mainly due to the one to one method of treating subjects. We also did not
measure the dynamics of the step, which could help to better describe the effects of the
stretching on walking technique: gait analysis after a stretching protocol could clarify the
physical outcomes. Moreover, the use of the ankle-brachial pressure index at rest (ABI) or
after the exercise session could have helped in understanding the real extent of benefits
derived from the adjunctive stretching protocol. Finally, we are conscious that a treadmill
training program is difficult to perform in a home-based context for elderly patients, but
it could be replaced as bouts of overground walking. Besides these aspects, the strength
of our study is the easy and quickly executed protocol that meets the full compliance of
patients in a hospital context. Moreover, our results on ICP and ACP time confirmed the
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importance of a multitask approach with PAOD patients [26]. In fact, in a limited time of
treatment (eleven days), patients significantly improved walking autonomy on treadmill
and overground. The extent of our results translated to the everyday life of patients can
modify general autonomy and quality of life.

5. Conclusions

An intensive eleven-day rehabilitation program based on walking [13,23], strength,
and stretching exercises is effective at improving the onset and the delay of pain during
walking in patients with PAOD. Further investigations are needed to establish which dose
and typology of stretching are more effective in order to better contrast PAOD symptoms.
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